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PHYSICIANS AND THEIR LIBERTIES

". I was delighted when I was invited to deliver this Occasional Lectut:e. The

'ihJtt~ti(m came some months ago when I was in the midst of many busy activities. I was

I~0:~ed to nominate a topic. Because at that time, I was considering the implications of

~-~edical privacy for three of the projects before the Australian Law Reform Commission,

;:'--~I--ventured the topic 'Law Reform, Privacy and Medicine'. Such a title would allow me to

;':r~ange widely, I thought, over a number of themes of interest to the College and to the

-Law Reform Commission:

Evidence: Medical Privilege. OUf project on the reform of the law of evidence in

Federal courts raises squarely the question of whether t.he physician's patient

should have' a privilege to decline the disclosure to courts, without consent, of

confidences revealed in the course of treatment. A patient1s privilege exists, in

limited form, in the law of Victoria, Tasmania and the Northern Territory.l It

does not exist in New South Wales or in the other jurisdictions of Australia, though

courts always endeavour to safeguard confidences, so far as they can.

Privacy of Health Records. The privacy reference ?f the Commission likewise

takes us into an examination of the issue of medical privacy, the computerisation

of medical and hospital records, the suggested facility of the right of access by the

individual to personal records about himself to ensure ·that these records (upon

which so many decisions of the future will be made) are accurate, fair and up to

date. Should such a facility be available "for medical records? What limits should

govern official access to medical files, say in cases of alleged fraud against the

revenue by physicians or their patients?2
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Child Welfare: CompUlsory Reporting. OUf inquiry into child welfare laws raised

squarely the issue of compulsory reporting 'by physicians of suspected cases of child

abuse. Though our inquiry was limited, for constitutional reasons, to the Australian

Capital Territory, we have secur~d opinions oil the topic fr~m doctors around the

country. A number of the jurisdictions of Australia, including the Capital Territory,

do not presently provide a system of compUlsory reporting. OUf report on this topic

'will shortly be tabled in the Federal Parliament and it wciuld be interesting to

debate it for I Imow it engenders strong feelings amongst physicians.3

JUdges r~rely take liberties. I propose to take the jUdicial liberty to depart entirely from

my self-assigned task. You may choose to consider what follows to be a post-prandial

reverie in which my mind wanders to other themes. I am too young and too deliberate to

,claim that this is a case of absence of mind. Instead, I ':flust ~lead, in addition to judicial

liberties, a desire 'to say something about matters which have come to notice in recent

days and which may be of sp~cial interest -to this College and its Fellows. Those who are

particularly interested to follow the debates about medical confidentiality_ can have

reference to articles on the subject by me, inclUding in the Medical Journal of

Australia.4 I propose to say nothing more about the topic tonight. Instead, I will turn to

my ~ew theme, which relates to the physician, the law and death.

THE COLLEGE AND THE PAST

Before I develop this theme, can I identify a few personal links with the".' ,,"'
College? Its Inaugural Meeting took place in December 1938 in the Great Ha'iFof--'sydney

University. This was three months before I was born, so the College and I ere virtually,,"

exact contemporaries. Let us ~ay that the College, if no longer .young, is still in the' robust:~~

years of extremely early middle age.

. " -,

The first President of the College was Sir Charles BiCkerton Blackburn. He wa~~.:'i'

the Chancellor of the University of Sydney when I came up in 1956. It is a matter o(pr,icWT

for me that I attended, as my first meeting as a Fellow of the Senate of the ~niv~rsitY;:

the last meeting at which he presided as Chancellor. I had 'much to do with him in my,,;

University days.
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His successor was Sir Charles McDonald, also President of the College. Sir

McDonald was a 57holarly and gentle man. He had a command of the English

~"Ti'g~Bg;E!' which makes his prose wonderful to read. In the Commonwealth Jubilee Number

::%:i:~~~Medical Journal of Australia in January 1951, he outlined the history of the College

r~'~-t~~~co_ntextof the development and practice of internal medicine- in Australia during

'B~.;:'~ij-~s~50 years of the century.S It is an interesting tale" which I commend'to any of

Y;~~;::~JIO_.bave not read it. He traces the change, during the period, -from the ascendency of

~'q~£~e.EY-:)~- the pride of internal medicine and the role of the physici-an.' From the early

~~;brk':on the nervous system and respiration,: to the discovery of vitamins in 1915 and the
'·IV~,7·',:_.'

~~:~;~t:c:e?:5pre_. of the Great War towards biophysical and biomedical developments, McDonald

~::~·J~~~~i"~~d the union of medicine and biochemistry between the Wars and the enormous

'-':.;h~~~~e~tic leap that occurred after the .development of the 'SUlpha' drugs, crowned by the:",:-0>_.. __
·::frl'tr"oquction into medical practice of penicillin. It is interesting to read his com ments
'. ,::.__ .','):;''0. ,

\.tqday:

.With the rise of operative surgery that followed the introduction of asepsis,

internal medicine. lost much of its appeal to the profession. Competition for

appointments, whether medical or surgical, to the staffs of clinical schools has,

of course, alwa~s been keen, but in the first quarter of the ~entury, few

graduates desired an honorary position 'as a physician in a hospital where

medical stUd~ptS did not throng the wards. In the late 20s and early 30s, wh~n

most non-teaching hospitals divided their visiting staff for the first time into

physicians and surgeons, competition was active only for the surgical

appointments. Men of inferior capacity or of lit.tle influence with hospital

Boards swallowed hard and accepte~ the title of physicians with ill-concealed

disappointment. The rise to power of interna~ medicine, its onwards sweep from

one' therapeutic triumph to another, Rnd the -pride of physicians themselves in

their own craft, have turned the wheel full cycle.6

In. this self same r~view, McDonald had a few tart observations to make. Thirty years on,

some.of them seem specially apt:

What has Australian contributed to this passing show of [therapeutic] progress?

Let it be said frankly. and at once that Australian discoveries in the field of

clinical medicine have been disappointingly few 'and, compared to those of

England and America, of minor importance. 'Little investigational work has

come out of clinical schools and still less from indiv·idual physicians. There are

doubtless many reasons for this. ••• [C] linical laboratories and workshops
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are few and the emoluments of medica:! practice far. outstrip. the comparative

pittance offered to young men 'anxious to engage in research. In a country,

where universities and hospitals are continuously threatened with financial'

starvation. and where -teaching staffs are ruthlessly pruned and equipment. is cut

to ,8 minimum, the 'spirit of original investigation quickly languishes...• Our"

Floreys and 'Pairleys arl? drawn froJTi us by the intellectual seduction of another

land. We are grateful-When a Burnet elects to remain.•.. There must, howeVer,

be many men of lesser mental calibre or lesser 'driving force who, endowed

though they are with the cap'Beity and the enthusiasm for clinical research, 'are

soon dispirited by the poor facilities offering and plunge -into the maelstrom of .

professional practice~7 .

In the same year, in his Listerian Oration, Charles McDonald penned a piece on 'The'

Physician and ·His 'Workshop,.8 His thesis was a simple and typically elegant one:

The practice of medici~e is no mere technical procedure; ••. a physician is~'

known and honoured not by the knowledge that comes. to him, but by the:

measure of wisdom that lingers. He sees his patients in his consulting 'roomof'

by the bedside and .yet his real workshop is his own mind - that mind, the

complex processes of which, born a£. innumerable experiences, baffle -its own

understandingY

It is clear from this Listerian Oration, written 30 ·years ago by this fine Aust"raliar:a"

scholar, university man, gentleman and physician, that he recognised most cli;difJy' bdh/:'
the power and limitations inherent in the exercise of the physician's art. Take this pB.~ag~r':·

Acton's famous tag that power always corrupts, applies to medical mOen 'as mUG~

as to tycoons and princes, and the best antidote to this corruption" ~ the.

humility that comes of our manifold errors and human weaknesses and

warmth' of our sympathy for those whom it i~ our privilege to serve.l O

Or tal(e this, which he said in conclusion:

We who play with the for.ces of birth and life and death should simultaneous~

be proud of the task to which we are called, and abashed at the disproporti6

between its immensity and our restricted powers. I I
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:~'~~ut the forces of birth and life and death and the responsibilities and powers of the

yi,i~i.~n, struggling with the dilemmas of 1981, that.l wish to speak briefly tonight.
,'}.;.,

~B!RTH AND LIFE

Let me say, first of all, a few things about birth and life. Lately, I have

:~rested myself in some-of the issues raised by the remarkable technique of in vitro

tiii~s'~tion developed at Melbourne's Queen Victoria Medical Centre by Professor Carl

~iibd and his colleagues. 12 I understand the technique has now been transla ted to the

~'9y~1::NorthShore Hospital in Sydney. Estimates vary, but it is said that 25,000 Australian

a~eri, otherwise infertile, may potentially be helped to the satisfaction of parenthood by:_:c" _..
-vitro fertilisation.

Many in Australian society, most if the O!?ITIlon polls are to be believed 13,

sfupport and applaud the work ~of Professor Wood and his team. There is a mixture and

·~r~~·~~"re in"the achievement-of birth in a growing number of cases which would otherwise

:"6~;"'~~riied the satisfactions of procr~ation and family life, and a feeling or pride that the

:€t~'-'t-echnology is being pushed forward here in Australia. Articles in the popular media,

~'~h6"~OgraPhS in the Womenis Weekly, television progl'smmes and so on explain the human

~{;side of the problem of infertility and the anguish, disappointment and frustration which

:~~~h;e"in vitro fertilisation program may triumph over.

Not everybody supports in vitro fertilisation. Pope Pius' Xli in HIS6 put it quite

On the subject of experiments fn artificial human fecundation 'in vitro', let it

suffice us to observe that they must be rejected 8S immoral and absolutely

illicit.14

Others question the desira.bility of opening the door to ~ world in which human

procreation is divorced from the act of married love. IS Others are afraid of the spectre

of ;Aldous Huxley's human hatcheries. It will be recalled that in Brave New \Vorld Huxley

promised this eventuality 600 years on. Yet here, not SO years since he wrote his chilling

'book," the possibility is technologically almost with us. B.A. Santamaria has called for

Federal and State legislation to enforce a 'total prohibition against these anti-human

prac tices'. I 6
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Even [l€ople who db not take an -absolute, religious or humanistic objection to in

vitro fertilisation d~ not find it difficult to list matters which will require attention as

Professor Wood's experiments become a routine medical practice. Take just a few of the

questions which will need to be considered by society, by the medical profession and,

ultimately, by the community and its lawmakers:

Is in vitro fertilisation to ~e available for de facto couples, in recognition of mAny

m'odern stable relationships of this kind? Or should we insist on marriage?

Is the law to contemplate the use of surrogate mothers, who will bear the 'child 'ot
others? If so, are fees to be permitted? Who will have the right to abort such a

pregnancy and on what grounds? Is there a danger that this may become the norm

for busy professional women of the future?

ShoUld research 'be permitted and, if successful, choice be allowed of emb~ryo"

gender? In other words should couples be able to choose to have a son? Would'i'his';"'
supposed new parental "right' threaten the nutural bnluncc secured in the

between men and women?

Should other 'desirable' characteristics be available by in vitro fert'nisritio~?' A'
recent newspaper report indicated a sperm bank in the United States, avallable :to"

suitable recipients to produce the children of Nobel scientists.

.,..,--
If human life begins at the moment of conception, what is the legal consequence:q{'·

destroying f~rtilised human ova surplus to use? Can we really contempi~~te,'-'a¥jS

said to be possible, retention of fertilised embryos, frozen a~d su~~·~-hded-.":,irt,~.'."

nitrogen, for up to 400 years? If this is "to be permitted, a child of bUrg_e.~er'~i:i~!1-:~
can be born in 400 years time with serious complications for the di~tr'H)ti_~io~:~:~f;;

property, to say nothing of an identity crisis that would leave talk of todi:iV"

1generation gapt well behind.

What are the rights to donors to custody of such an embryo? shou:id?{h~§
entitled to insist on their retention against the risk of later aCciden~-~f';'::i9J:~~

depriving them of children? If so, what is the consequence of divor~cf"Fio.q:.-€~~~
ensure against a mix-up in the lineage of such a tiny form of life? Are·.'tu),C~~~'
to be kept for the identity of the human origins of embryos put away foriut~~"~
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"pfoblems that accompany the in vitro programme range from the exotic (what will

~n to British titles if a test tube baby of an Earl is born a ,century later?) to the

'ri~sed and practical (how much of the program ought to be publicly funded, given the

.;t!~~l~ small numbers involved and the competing claims for the medical dollar?).

_"" I say nothing more about this topic tonight. It clearly deserves the anxiou"

~Sh~i~dera:tion of this and other Colleges, indeed the consideration of all citizens

g~~~~~ned about the con.sequences for human life of medical developments presenting in

"r-time.

F''LfFE AND DEATH

. . Transplant Report. Let me now turn to a number of other issues of a moral

:'h~f'~cter 'which have pressed upon us in recent years, some of them in recent days,

.~i~~·~nt to life and death. First, can I say something about the debate that initially
:;0 •

',roi.ight the Australian Law Reform Commission, and me, into study of the bio-ethical

-ph~'re. I refer to the work we did for the report on Human Tissue Transplants. 17 In that

;"~~~i, the Commission was led by Mr. Russell S~ott, whose recent book The Body as

:;'{}~'~rtyI8 extends the discussion where the report left off. Sitting at our table, we had

', __ , ~umber of distinguished commissioners, including Sir Zelman Cowen, now

"povernor-General and Sip"Gerard Brennan, now a Justice of the High Court of Australia.
,:',"--, ./
:,:!'Ve "also brought together a distinguished team of consultants ranging from e~perts in

':.~~umerous medical disciplines relevant to transplantation,- but ,also including the head of

,:.cthe, Department of Moral Theology at the Catholic lnstitute of Sydney (Dr. Thomas

~;:Connolly), the DeEm of the Melbourne College of Divinity (The Reverend John Henley) and

;:~':'Professor Peter Singer, now playing a leading role in the Centre for Human Bic-Ethics at

-".::Monash University.

The Commission's report had to taCkle a number of controversial matters

relevant to transplantation:

the definition of death in terms of irreversible loss of the function of the brain;

the opt-in regime for donations and the alternative regime, adopted in France and

other countries, by which all persons at their death are deemed to be donors,

unleSs, in their lifetime, they take steps to exclude this possibility;

the vexed question of child donations: a matter upon which the commissioners

themselves divided;

the retention of partiCUlar organs from autopsy cad~vers, for the purposes of the

development of a serum or other product profoundly useful to society.
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Defining Death. So far as the definition of death was concerned, the Law

Reform Commission had no hesitation in proposing a simple definition of death in terms of

the irreversible loss of brain functions. It is interesting to observe that a United States

Presidential Commission has, in recent months, proposed 8 definition in terms almost

identical to that suggested by the Law Reform Commission in its report. I refer to the

President1s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Bio-l\'ledical

and Behavioural Research. Similar definitions have been proposed wherever lawyers and

physici~s have g~thered togethe~ to confront the definition of 'death' in today's world.

I do not pretend that the Law Reform Commission's report on Human Tissue

Transplants is the last word to be written on the topic. But one measure of its succ,ess is

the fact that the laws it proposed have already been adopted in three juri;;dictions ~'or

Australia. I understand if will be shortly be proposed for law in Victoria and is under close

consideration in New South Wales and other jurisdicti<:ms. The report was praised in ,t'h~ "

British Medical Journal and ·in other overseas sources not given to commen~arY"_!J~,,;,, /

Australian legal texts. Singled out for special mention were the unprecedented efforts,.~~·,~,~:",-;~·
. ! ,'," , .. '''', ~ ..

took to engage a community debate and to raise the perceptions of the legal and :medtS:~J,~:)'

professions and of the lay community about the dil~mmas :which ~ere posed -in !~'~({~ __';>
particular area of operations. Solutions were presented for the consideration o-f::"th:::k~':;'~

'C',;", 1~'

lawmakers. The lawmaking process was helped to face up to issues that woul~.- othe~Y"i~:~.;~'

be left hi the 'too har.....d!/basket. Those who value our institutions of lawmaking ~d ,~hp '.',:r
" ,>,:.::), :",

appreciate a society governed by laws not by the whim of particular people (how~,:,er

sincere and talented they may be) will encourage the notion tha t we can tind ins~,i't~:ti~[kT
means of helping the lawmaking process to face up to the legal and social dileriJ~~s·~q~~,~~·
by modern medical technology. ._:~.. . .:,:,.}!"

Three Tales of Death. Let me, with -this background, now turn to tti~~~,··,.t:~'~~~~,:~
cases, all of them in Britain, where issues of life and death came before the cou.n!?·,!-r~,--~,:

three cases are relevant to physicians. In fact two of them involved medical pra~~'(tj_()I1~X}.:.-":

An Unwanted Operation. In Britain, in August, the Court of Appe~J. ~_I3;.q::.t
. '-' ~ .-' ,'-'" ~

decide in a busy af,ternoon, an appeal from a d~cision delivered that}~8~n,in~'

Mr. Justice Ewbank concerning the performance of an operation. u~?n, .~:;;_~j':,

born with Dow.n's syndrome.9 The child suffered also from an obstru.~i.'
, '----"'-'--".'

Which, without operation, would be fatal. If the child had been i~t~He~~,.

normal, the operation would have been instantly and routinely p.~~r-Jqr
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The parents did not consent to the operation. They believed, and doctors:

supported them, that it was in the child's interests that she be allowed, under

sedation, to die naturally. The Court of Apl?eal reversed Mr. Justice Ewbank,

made the child a ward of court and ordered the operation peformed. Lord

Ju;;tice Templeman posed the issue:

Is it in the best interests of the child that she SllQuld be ~illowed to die! or

.that the operation should be performed? That is t~e "question for the

court; Is the child's life going to be so demonstrably awful 'that it should

be condemned to die; or is the kind of life so imponderable that it would

be wrong to condemn her to die? It is wrong that a child's life should be

terminated because, in addition to being a mongol, she had another

disability. The jUdge erred bec~use -he was influenced by the views of the

!?arents, instead of deciding whl7t was in the best interests of the child. 20

.. The Case of Exit. The second case involved two members of the British

euthanasia society, EXIT, who were charged with aiding and abetting suicide.

The case was brought to court at the .end of October. 1981. The jury in the case

had before them the secretary of the Society, an· Oxford don aged 34, and a

70-year-old man, Mark Lyons. The latter, Lyons, had been sent to visit eight

!?eo!?le contemplating suicide, six of whom soon thereafter died by their own

hand. Str8~gely enough, the secretary was convicted. Lyons was disch8.rged,

having already spent some time in prison awaiting trial. ·The secretary was

'sentenced to imprisonme.nt for two and a half years. According to !?ressreports,

the trial jUdge sentencing the secretary claimed he had flouted the law and was

Tusing the society, the ObJect of which is to get the law changed, to jump the

gun'. As he was led from the dock _at the Old Bailey to serve his term, the

s"ecretary shouted 'This shows the idiocy of the present la~'. The stated aim of

EXIT is the change of the law to allow doctors, if necessary by positive acts, to

give a peacefUl death to people_ in great distress and suffering from terminal

illness.

Voluntary eutha?asia, at least in the case of the seriously ill, incapacitied and

dyingJ is not now (if it ever was) the notion of a few disturbed cranks. In

Australia, England and elsewhere, sincer:e people have taken up the cause as a.n

aspect of their civil liberties. -In some parts of Australia attempted suicide is

still a crime. 21 When that Jaw was repealed in England in 1961, aiding and

abetting another to take his or her own life remained a serious criminal

offence. EXIT provoked the British authorities by publishing a book in October

1980 called The Guide to Self Deliverance. It contained a grea.t deal of
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information specifically aimed at ensuring that those who attempted to end

their lives, did so ',with efficiency and success. The London Times snp other

journals gave a great deal of prominence -to the book, urging, in forcefully

written editorials, that people who' contemplate suicide do not always do so

calmly and dispassionately, t~king all factors for and against into consideration.

The Times urged that the book coulef lead to unnecessary deaths and that its

pUblication should be stopped.22 The Secretary of the British r....ledicBl

Associ,ation was move-d to add his voice to the debate. He urged reconsideration

of the pUblication of the booklet. Countless lettel;'s to the Times followed,

inclUding some by failed sUicides~23 The prosecution of some of the figures

associated with EJ\.'1T soon followed this 'noisy and anxious pUblic debate. The

conviction of the secretary of EXIT and his imprisonment may well discourage

law reformers in this area from taldng their convictions beyond intellectual

debate!

.. The Death of a Retarded Baby. In early November 1981 came the news that Dr.

Leonard Arthur, a consultant paediatrician from Derby in England, h~d been

acquitted by the unanimous verdict of a jury of six women and six men oC"the

attempted murder in July 1980 of a mentally retarded baby, John Pearson. !he

baby, at birth, had been rejected by his parents. Reported medical evidence

suggested that with normal medical treatment the baby would have had'~n'-80'%

chance of survival to. adult life. Dr. Arthur had ordered a course of

lnon-treatment' for the baby, but also prescribing a -pain-killi'ng dru~f D~ -,:'iXs!
which sedates and depresses appetite. The child lived 69 hours .after ,~irth.. Th~.

defence case was that the drug merely eased the child's inevitable·progress·_~",

towards death. A statement reportedly issued after the verdictbY3he.British

Medical Association, the Royal College of Nursing ~nd the MedicB;1:.~:r.ot~.~~.i_~~f.
Society, urged that it was 'the parentst responsibility to decide. wh.a·~·.was b'es~~:,'

;~ .,,' ~ ':, .',O"::.cf.,:>
for their chIld. It was the doctor's job 'to advise and help them•.~~~ v.erdlc;t.,

showed that the public was right in allowing doctors considerable'-fi~edo'iri:?if{t
coping with the burden of handicapped babiest •

24 The report clai~s~t:a-'"':;
parents may find it a great deal harder from now on to reach a tacit agre~iht-

. " ·"""'2with the doctor that the child should be left to gradually slip 'outeo! li~f~~'

But such an agreement tacit or otherwise could, at least some·(imes;~:
counter to the warning of Lord Justice Templeman that the testis nbt th~-;'~

'.' , .. ~;:,

interest of the parent but always the best interests of the child..
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-- The Prosecution of Dr. Arthur. The prosecution of Dr. Arthur was brought after

d:_:~g~tation by the anti""ebortion group in Britain, LIFE. This group claims to have its
::ft~rsjn hospitals throughout the country, including nurses and other health workers

fgt~·rrit it of doubtful cases. In fact, it was a hospital worker who gave details of the

;':f~'t (the baby John Pearson to LIFE. That organisation informed the ·police, who

:~d the case to the Director of Public f~·osecutions, who ordered that Dr. Arthur be

ntto trial for murder.

Symptomatic of the strong passions raised by cases of this Idod Bre the views

t>i',~;S~_d by the cOffil?eting camps. The national administrator of LIFE, !\·!rs. Nuala

"Hsbrick, is reported to be unrepentant and indeed critical of the [)erceived 'growing

-iiFngness of [)eo[)le to acce[)t im!?erfection in their children'. The President of the

"~r'~Ollege of Physicians, Sir Douglas Black, urged that LIFE was helping to destroy

'donfid~nce of doctors and nurses by 'attempting to apply simplistic, rigid rules to

~,;i~:ns which do not permit the proper application of such rules,.26 As to the

i~trp_ation systems' within hospitals, Sir Douglas felt that this would be destructive of

"~confidence of the medical and nursing profession. 'I feel', he said significantly, 'quite
1~';~~.'·"'·_' 27-
'·otional about this'.

The Case of Re B. When the earlier case of the Down's syndrome baby had come

'fore the Court of App.e1iI, the Times reflected most editorial opinion when it concluded:
'-"::.', .,;." -- .

The Court of A[)peal decision was certainly the right one in the

circumstances•. Down's syndrome, sad as it is, is not an affliction that

leads inevitably to a miserable life. M~ny sufferers are cheerful and

affectionate, and only moderately disabled. As with spina bifida, it is

difficult at present to- predict Elt birth how .badly disabled the [)atient will

be. Certainty of prediction always clarifies the ethical issues, and it is

one of the most important ways in whic:h medicine can help to relieve the

dilemma in the future. The attitude of the parents, though clearly

im[)ortant as a clue to the baby's prospects of affection in life, cannot be

a decisive factor against treatment••~. In fact, it must almost inevitably

be right for the court to come down on the side of life, wherever there is

a division of o[)inion amongst those directly concerned, so strong that the

. issue is brought before it.28
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These words were denounced by Professor John Lorber of the University of

S-heffield. He said that society was indulging in hypocrisy here as 300 spina bifids babies

were. allowed to die in Britain every year. In the 19505 and 19605 heroic efforts had been

made by the medical and nursing professions to sustain these babies. Now most of them,

grow." to adulthood, languished in nursing homes, frequently unloved, unvisited and B

costly burden to themselves and to society.

Practice in Australia. We in Australia are not immune from these British

debates. This time last year, Professor Singer of Monash University was quoted in the Age

as saying that doctors, faced ,with the dilemma posed by the birth of a child monstrously

deformed, were increasingly facing up to the question and saying 'enough is enough':

What sometimes happens is the parents will leave the baby in ~ospital and

eventually it will develop some form of infection, possibly pneumonia. ,.. The

doctors will then not treat it. They could easily give it a shot of penicillin •...

but they let it die. 29-

Sir Macfarlane Burnet, reflecting on the nearly universal taboo about discussion of de.B:th

in societies such as ours, argues vigo~ouSly for the right to die and, in~~~e

circu.mstances, the right to let die. He also asserts as a fact that this is already happen,ing

in Australia:

[C] ompassio.nate infanticide is already stan~ard practice where the product.<?f

birth is such as to justify the term 'monstrous', i.e. where there is a gross.~_?d'i

physically djsg~sting malformation, such as anencephaly ~complete absel)c.e~.,.?f

brain). Severe spina binda, where there is no possibility of effective surge'ry.,:<Is;~

not infrequently. dealt with by allowing the infant to die under sedation.30

Immediately follOWing the acquittal of Dr. Leonard Arthur, medical report~rs in Austf.~N~ .

approached the Australian Medical Association for comments. An unnamed spokeSm-,.l~';!

the Association said that the dilemma of whether to intervene or to let nature t.eke;,;

course should be resolved 'by the doctor and, wherever possible, those closest,;~9:;~

patient r•
31 The Director of Medical Services at the Royal Alexandra' Hospi~.!'g'~'"

Children in Sydney said that decisions such as these were referred to the hospi.tBi.s, ..~f
committee. Such committees, typically, comprise doctors, clerics and other li'k·~~~r
They meet infrequently. They sit behind closed doors in private. Their rUlings,~,;

reasoning and the outcome of their decisions, are but rarely submitted to ·publi.:""

general scrutiny.
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reasoning and the outcome of their decisions, are but rarely submitted to 

general scrutiny. 
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Dr. John Beveridge, the Director of the Prince of Wales Childrens Hospital, said

believed that decisions 'to make a baby comfortable but not to prolong its life'

"(juld be made by the doctor, together with his colleagues; the nursing staff, the parents

.bd:if-necessary the welfare department. A spokesman for the Doctors' Reform Society

Ta'~hat -ultimately 'the doctor had to assess the best possible course of action and tha t

was morally responsible for his decision'.32 The President of the Down's Syndrome

s~ociation said doctors should use every available m'eans to save a child's life, whether it

__ ~~s~normal or handicapped. The' Anti-Discrimination Act in New South' Wales may well

-"~q'tiire nothing less.

_ The case of Dr. Leonard Arthur may illustrate little more than the well known

i~6"~,:tha-t it is difficult, at least-in countries like'Britain and Australia, to secure from a

,:ji.my the conviction of a doctor' for a criminal offence arising out of a difficult decision

!.$~_~?~hed sincerely in the cour$e of the daily performance of the specially onerous

~fe,sl?onsibility that doctors have to face. It may mean that the Director o~ Public

;{p~osecutionsin Britain (and by analogy, those who make like decisions in Australia) v.:m be

"5iTior,e: hesitant to bring proceedings of -this ldnd in the future. ,But ,the basic problem

. presented by the Arthur case will not go a way_ Weare told by the English Court of Appeal

'Jl:l8;t,.the test must always be the best interests of the child, not of its parents. We are told

,oy.. Sir Macfarlane Burnet and by Professor Singer that cases already occur in Australia

"t·vhere the decision is made not to give lifesaVing drugs or other assistance that would

r"01.!~!nely be offered to a normal child;' Weare told by the Reform Society that the issue is

····ultflma.te:ly the doctor's personal, private, moral responsibility. Such statementsas"refer to

involvement of patents refer to"tl1eir involvement 'if possible'. The medical profession

that the decision just be left with th.e doctors and with' the nursing professionals.

Obstinate Problems. Conceding that t-hese are inten~ely difficult decisions, and

"that they must be made quickly, in highly charged circumstances and often -with the

Kn<OWlec!!:e of the special pain that will be suffered by the relatives, a moment's reflection

will indicate h~w unsatisfactory is the current state of things:

Accepted morality. In earlier times, there was a. fairly common, accepted

community morality, applied with a g09d degree of uniformity and interpreted and

elaborated by ,generally accepted church teachings. This is'not the case today. Lord

Justice' Ormrod; a Lord Justice of -Appeal of England and hi mself a trained

physician, asserts that the ability to choose, in the area of morality, though i.t

imposes immense responsibilities, represents 'one of the greatest achievements of
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humanity,.33 Possibly the .real achievement of modern man is not in the mere

claim to h8V~ 8 choice in the area of morality but in offering a conscientious, well

thought out answer to moral dilemmas. The fact remains that without a common

morality, leaving it to the doctor1s personal moral decision, without more

princi.pled guidance, invites disuniformity and inconsistency in the approaches that

will be taken from doctor to doctor and from hospital to hospital.

Differing Hospital Policy. In fact, this has already happened. Doctors in one London

hospital refused to operate, against the parents' wishes, in the case of the Down's

syndrome baby which recently came before ,the Court of Appeal in England.

Doctors from another -hospital had to be found -who were willing to perform the

operation. Doctors in differing hospitals merely reflected differcnt community Bnd

individual approaches to the moral dilemmas posed by the case.

Murder includes Omissions. We have still to receive and study in Australia the

charge to the jury by the judge in the Arthur case. In partiCUlar, we .have to

consider the reasons why" he ordered that the matter should proceed only as n case

of attempted murder and' why he ordered ~n acquittal on the charge of murder

itself. Statutory definitions of 'murder', in Australia at least, typically include

reference to omissions as well as positive· actions:

Murder shall be taken to have been committed where the act of the ·accused;~

the thing by him omi!ted to be done, causing the death charged, was done '~

omitted with reckless indifference to human life, or fo'ith intent to kill or.inflict

grievous bodily harm upon some person .••34

Although commentators may seek to. s:1raw valid morn! and legal distinctions

between positive acts and passive refusal to act in order that nature might ltake-its'

course' these distinctiQns are not always easy to sustain in practice or to apply. to

medical conduct in a particularcBse. Although arguments may turn on .whether it

was the omission which 'caused' the death, this tao is an unsatisfactory debe te

where omissions expand, ever so slightly, into positive fa~Hitating actions.-Did the

painkilling drug DF lIB used by Dr. Arthur ·to sedate the ,baby John Pearson also

have the deliberate and conscious and intentional effect of suppressing his

appetite, thereby advancing his death? Who could doubt that failure to nourish a

chiid would result in his death? Would similar treatment of a child not born With.

Down's syndrome ever be regarded as acceptable medical practice? If not, was this
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~~":"chi1d in truth being allowed and even helped to die because of Down's syndrome?

"C~:.~.Certainly, it is arguable that the failure to give nouriShment, or the failure to

"':::oj)ro"i~ea routine operation or the failure to give 'a shot of penicillin' .fall within

:.~-<tr.e.present legal definition of 'murder', [)rovided the requisite intent exists. We do

"l,s.'-:.not know Dr. Arthur's s[)ecific intention. He exercised his legal right not to give

.:,~'evidence and so W3S never himself examined or cross examined. It may be

"unreasonable to doctors to ex\?ose them, unguided by society, to accusations of

~urder. But it may be equally unsatisfactory that decisions of this vital kind, made

by'doctors, should be left to the vi-cissitudes of unstructured moral determinations

'.var.ying from individual to individual and from hos[)ital to hos[)ital; made· without

any clear guidance at all or, at best, with the help only of a closed hospital

committee or appeals to, the traditional 'medical way of doing things',

Whel'e does all this lead.? Can we be entirely satisfied with the outcome of the

three cases I have'mentioned? Was the English Court of Appeal right to insist, ag~inst the

~i~hes of the parents and' the initial team of treating doctors, that the baby girl born in

C-, uiust should have the o[)eration, though it i~evitab]Y meant that she would see out her

"d,ays':as a Down's syndrome child? The, Times thought the decision' was correct, indeed

cil1evitabl~. The Lancet Ji~s dubious about the intervention of legal process. The Lancet's
.... .. ----, . ---
reap,tion was not confined to the medical. profession. Professor Glanville Williams, one oJ

jBritain's leading legal academics, urged that 'there is a strong argument for keeping the

-;:'law'out of these cases'. But he conceded:

[IJ t can be kept out only by specific legislation or by a considerable shift of

attitude on the. part of the jUdges. When a question is so much a matter of

ol.'inion as this one, the criminal law should stay. its hand. The decision of the

[)arents should [)revail.35

The' case of Dr. Arthur suggests that a similar conclusion was reach.ed by the jury of

English citizens. After all, Dr, Arthur did not adopt his course of treatment until the

.parents rejected the child. A commentary in the.Times on 6 November 1981 took a bold

stand that may well command community support in-Australia:
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The question .of handicapped infants is the most difficult [question] of all, for

one thing because the probabili ties are harder to aSSess. A strong case might

have been made" for not allowing any of the Thalidomide babies to live, but one

knows that many of them have developed into reasonably happy chi1dren~ A

great deal depends here on the attitude of the parents;! sin inclined to S8Y that

the child should be allowed to live if the parents resolve to care for it lovingly;

though there is the da~ger that they may be over-estimating their own strength

of purpose.36

This author's- conclusion'?

I believe ve.fY strongly that when the circumstances are such 85 those in- the

case of Dr. Arthur, a doctor Who acts from purely humane motives ought not to

be either morally or legally condemned.37

But how far can this principle be taken? Are we to abandon the traditional rules that in

the c.rimfnallaw we l?ok not only to ,the intention of a person but also to his acts? Are::we-~

to be so cort"cerned -about intention that we ignore acts, even where they areac.t.s, which';

terminate life, because they were done with a kindly heart and merciful -intent? If thi$';

liberty Is to be extended generally to doctors, by what principle is it to be withheld--':fOr:."-;:·~~:.i:

paramedical staff, from"~embersof the loving family or even from friendly people-whose',

assistance is sought, as was the case with the secretary of the British euthanasia-:s6cief9.j~:'f:-'

now gaoled?

There seems to be a strong- view in medi<;al writing and in lay .opinion that th~-:;r

wishes of the' parents should predominate in cases involving the birth-of 'profou~dl('.~;.

handicapped childr,en. But at the moment, the law would seem to state a"-somewh~!;-'

different test, namely what is objectively in the best interests of the child.-WhflS'f':':~H~?

wishes of the parents will usually be most relevant to the best interests of the 'cti.ild)th~~:'

cannot be determinatent of it. If we are to move f-r.ankly to the simpler -and mdre\ieB.d~_-{
ascertainable criterion of parental wishes, we will probably require reform of the "la:";

do so. Many would oppose such a reform, fearing where it-m,ight end.

Whilst I fully understand the anxiety of the medical profession abou:tt,

grOWing' evidence of intrusion of the law into the sensitive and diffic'ult question~'"l:'

been examining, I regret that I cannot share the view that the law should be ,kept7c o

these cases. In fact, it is already there. Law exists on these .matters. The 'lawoV~-'

forbids not only acts but also certain deliberate omissions causing death. The la.~

negligence, assault and other criminal laws impose duties on medical practitione~s<P"

fUlly appreciate that people (whether they be govern '!lent administrators;,-trade~;;_'
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medical practitioners) unused to observing detailed legal rules, will wish to

. lEUn a regime of very wide personal discretions, generally unreviewed and often
';:~,', '

uaJl.y.u.nreviewable. I can also understand that decisions affecting life and death are-.... ;-..

a~.~~i, must often be made quickly, are not susceptible always to fine definitions and are

:irtiHY much better made in a hospital than in a courtroom. Avery large number of

'~{ralians, quite possibly the majority, wouid -believe that mentally handicapped or
'I'· ,

,".'foundly physically handicapped children should never be supported at birth but should

~aliowed simply to 'drift out of life', painlcS':ily if possible, so that they and their parents
",

:?lhe community are. relieved of t~e burden of their life. The position hus been reached

"at we now know that cases of the kind that confronted Dr. Arthur in England arise

'-u~tinely in Australian hospitals. Decisions must be taken. Uncertainty exists as to the
<:'-'.
ec.isecriterin upon which those decisions fire to be taken. Variety exists from hospital to

"-':~ei~al"and from one doctor to another. The religious views of so'm'e may dictate one

Q'~rse. The humanist sympathies of others for the parents or for. society, maydictllte
'"':,~ctly the opp~ite.,.,.,

It is normal for the law to interest itself in these .questions.precisely because

./~ profoundly imf?ortantmatter of human life is in.volved. Whatever may be the

'if~erences that divide our community about abortion, the cases I am addressing are cases

t'lere a child has actually been born. If we ar.e to sanction procedures by which, in certain

.".,}e:s,grossly deformed or f?rofoundly retarded children are not. to be. given the medical

facilities which would be routine an.d unquestioned in a normal child, we may, in practical

;~fms, be deciding that the defor med and retarded children will die. That may be the right

o!Zcision. The community which h~ to ~ontribute significantly to the support of sl,lch a

\~hi1d may have its own legitimate mo~al claim to be heard on the subjecC But, as it.seems

)o·.me, these decisions should not be left to unarticul,ated judgments of individual medical

" ~ractitioners. They should not be left to secret in-house rules designed by hospitals or

c;":their ethfcs committees and varying among them. They should not be left to the undefined

~~;;c:?llective of the medical frofession still less should the:~ respond to striden t appeals for

confidence in medical profesSionalism. Decisions of life"and death, even of'a retarded or

.9.i~abled child, even of an old person on the brink of death, ,are .too important to be

abandoned in this way.

The work of the Law Reform Commission in its report on Human Tissue

Transplants shows that it is possible to face up to the difficult questions presented by

modern medical science. It is possible to do so in consultation with all branches of the

medical profession, philosophers, theologians and beyond. It is possible to do so in

consultation with the whole community. It is possible to prepare legislation which still

leaves ample room for professional discretion, whilst at the same time providing a general

framework within which profoundly important decisions of life soo death may be made.
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Neither the cumbersome procedures of thecriminaltrinl nor the hurried civil proceedings

of the earlier appeal.are the ways in which the law 'should- be developed to cope with the

problems I have· been surveying. Alternative institutional procedures are available to

develop the law here. I hope that they will be used so that as a society we can enSure that

sensitive answers,reflecting current moral views, afC offered to the persistent hard

questions which must daily be faced by our doctors.

FOOTNOTES

1. . Evidence Act 1958 (Vic), 5.28. Evidence Act 1910 -(Tas), 5.96. "Evidence Acl1980

(NT), 5.12. See Australian Law Reform Commission, Discussion Paper r6~'

Reform of Evidence Law, 1.980.

2. 'Australian Law Reform Commission, Discussion Paper 13, Privacy and

Intrusio~s, 1980j 'Discussion Paper 14, Privacv tlnd Personnllnformntion, 1980.

3. Australian Law Reform Commission, Child Welfare (ALRC 18), 1981..

4. See e.g. M.D. Kirby, 'MediCal Privacy and Research: A Very Moder:n Anxiety\

in Medical Journ,al of Australia, 2 May 19.81,442.

5. e.G.. McDonald, 'Internal Medicine: Its Development and Practice in Au,,,t,,iili,,,,t,,:
During 50 Years1, in Medical Journal of Australia, 6 January 1951,1.

6. id., 5.

7. id., 2-'3.

8. e ..G. McDonald, 'The Physician and His Workshop" Listerian Oration~

Journal of Australia, 23 June 1951,889.

9. id." 893.

10. id., 890.

ll. id., 893.
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